
      Consider Reading

Eyes That Kiss in the Corners
     by Joanna Ho
Milo Imagines the World (also in Español)
     by Matt de la Pena
I Am Every Good Thing
     by Derrick Barnes
Laxmi’s Mooch
     by Shelly Anand

Have Some Fun

Physical 
Action

Take a walk with a family member. As you walk, ask 
questions about your family’s history and culture. 

Creative 
Action

Using paper and coloring utensils, draw a self-portrait. 
Include details that describe what makes you unique.

Written 
Action

Write an “I Am” poem. Finish the following prompts…
I am _______________. I see _______________.
I have ______________. I try _______________.

 I dream _____________.   I am _(repeat first line)_.

Community 
Action

Decorate rocks with encouraging images or words about your 
identity. Sprinkle them throughout your community for others 

to see. Encourages others to participate.

Step 
3

Step 
2

Oct - Dec Identity

    Listen & Read

                       Where Are You From?
                        by Yamile Saied Méndez

Step 
1

Elementary 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qCvYhyaSLXx7NYwiSEwZ3s1SpEX70XDx/view?usp=sharing


Book Availability Summary

A young girl notices that her eyes are different from those of her friends. Her eyes, as she says, "kiss in 
the corners and glow like warm tea." The girl goes on to describe how they take after the eyes of her 
mother and grandmother, explaining all the wonderful attributes she sees in their depths. And when 
she again reflects on her own eyes, she sees they are both beautiful and powerful.

On a long subway ride with his sister, a boy named Milo studies the people around them and 
imagines where they live and what their lives are like. A bearded man lives with many pets in a 
cluttered apartment. A woman in a fancy dress with a small dog is on her way to a wedding. A boy in a 
suit lives in a castle--until that same boy gets off the subway at the same stop as Milo, teaching him 
that you can't judge another person by the way they dress.

The confident Black narrator of this book is proud of everything that makes him who he is. He's got 
big plans, and no doubt he'll see them through--as he's creative, adventurous, smart, funny, and a 
good friend. Sometimes he falls, but he always gets back up. And other times he's afraid, because 
he's so often misunderstood and called what he is not. So slow down and really look and listen, when 
somebody tells you who they are. 

After Laxmi's friend Zoe points out the hairs on her lip, Laxmi is very self-conscious until her East 
Indian parents help her to accept and celebrate her appearance.


